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RESEARCH ICT AFRICA!
(www.researchICTafrica.net)

Research ICT Africa! (RIA!) fills a strategic gap gap in the development
of a sustainable information society and network economy by building the ICT policy and regulatory
research capacity needed to inform effective ICT governance in Africa.
The establishment of the Research ICT Africa! network emanates from the growing demand for data and
analysis necessary for appropriate but visionary policy required to catapult the continent into the information age. Through network development RIA! has started to build an African knowledge base in support of ICT policy and regulatory design processes, and to monitoring and review policy and regulatory
developments on the continent.
The research, arising from a public interest agenda, is made available in the public domain and individuals and entities from the public and private sector and civil society are encouraged to use it for teaching, further research or to enable them to participate more effectively in national, regional and global ICT
policy formulation and governance.
RIA! seeks to extend its activities through national, regional, continental and global partnerships. It is
part of the research and training collaborative LIRNE (www.lirne.net) and peers with other networks in
the South, specifically LIRNEasia (www.lirneasia.net) and DIRSI (www.dirsi.net) in Latin America.
The network currently consists of nodal members from 17 African institutions:
Benin – CEFRED, Université d'Abomey Calavi
Botswana – University of Botswana
Burkina Faso – CEDRES, University of Ouagadougou
Cameroon – University of Yaounde II
Côte d'Ivoire – CIRES, l'Université Nationale de Côte d'Ivoire
Ethiopia – University of Addis Ababa
Ghana – STEPRI of CSIR
Kenya – University of Nairobi
Mozambique – Universidade Eduardo Mondlane
Namibia – Namibia Economic and Policy Research Unit
Nigeria – University of Lagos
Rwanda – KIST (Kigali Institute of Science, Technology and Management
Senegal – CRES
South Africa – LINK Centre, University of Witwatersrand
Tanzania – Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority
Uganda – University of Makerere
Zambia – University of Zambia
East Africa Regional Manager: Dr Lishan Adam
West Africa Regional Manager: Dr Olivier Nana Nzépa
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The ICT sector in Cameroon has recently experienced tremendous
changes. The long awaited National ICT Agency, created in 2001, became
effective in January 2006. The National ICT policy drafting process, previously under way, has now become deadlocked. The Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications has developed a sectoral strategy plan. The country’s Digital Access Index has improved. MTN has commanded leadership by entering the Internet market. This strategic move then induced
the government to provide the incumbent with a mobile operator licence,
allowing the then second mobile operator, ORANGE to open an Internet
branch as well. Three main national Internet Providers decided to merge
by creating a new structure (MATRIX TELECOM). Unfortunately, this
was a short-lived partnership, casting some doubt on the ability of local
players to react collectively to new environment. New contenders outside
the traditional tecommunications sector, such as the Power provider
(AES SONEL) have requested official authorisation to join the Internet
market. In a bid to curb the free fall in fixed-line subscriptions, the
incumbent sought recourse to CDMA, to propose a City phone (CT
phone), a fixed-base phone with mobile handset, with some success if we
consider the 2005 data which show close to 120 000 subscribers (fixed
lines and CT phones combined).
The August Presidential Decree conferred authority on the Minister in
charge of Post and Telecommunications to manage the funds dedicated
to the universal access policy. There is also a gowing need for international donors to better understand the extent and the behaviour of the
market. ECA has sponsored a national Scan ICT survey just completed
by the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications. Scan ICT is a pan-Africa
initiative, sponsored by the United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (UNECA), aiming to provide indicators on the level of ICT access
and usage in the country. The National Regulatory Agency (ART) has
launched a call for proposals from national and international organisations, to lead research on the Internet segment in Cameroon.
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This is the context in which this year’s sector performance review is
placed. The aim is to produce up-to-date data for the country from which
we can analyse policy outcomes, contextualise sector delivery against
primary national policy objectives of the sector, including access to services, affordability of services, competitiveness and any significant indicators with an emphasis on access and usage by public administrations.
This study is based on an on-going project which depicts the country sector performance, the policy and regulatory framework, the access and
costs, and builds on previous country supply- and demand-side studies
available at www.researchICTafrica.net

Policy & Regulatory Environment
Cameroon covers an area of 475 440 km2 in the Gulf of Guinea. The territory is rugged, with two major features: the Highlands and the Lowlands.
Cameroon’s complex topography accounts for its climatic diversity.
In 1999 the Cameroonian population was estimated at nearly 16 million
inhabitants, with 49.3% men and 50.7% women. The density is about 32
inhabitants per km2. The population growth rate is close to 2.8%, which
explains the population’s age structure (63% under 25, of whom 47% are
between five and 24 years old). French and English are the official languages. Cameroon is considered as a microcosm of Africa, reflected in
its linguistic diversity, with nearly 240 language groups recorded.
Population growth in recent years, coupled with the effect of village
impoverishment, has led to substantial migration towards the cities, to
the point where in 1997 it was estimated that 50% of the population was
living in urban areas. Two metropolitan areas share the functions of an
economic capital: Douala (with nearly two million inhabitants) and
Yaoundé, the political capital with over a million inhabitants. These two
cities are linked by towns like Garoua in the north, Bamenda in the northwest (between 200 000 and 250 000 inhabitants). Bafoussam in the west,
Nkongsamba on the coast and Maroua in the extreme north, have
between 150 000 and 200 000 inhabitants.
Cameroon is in transition towards a full democracy comprising 10
administrative provinces. Decentralisation and sharing of power are
embedded in the new constitution yet to be effective.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
Although it is a potentially rich country, Cameroon has experienced a
drop in economic activity since 1986, together with a severe financial crisis which forced the authorities to suspend civil service recruitment,
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slash salaries, and enforce massive lay-offs before cutting back on
investment and suspending payment of public debt. This blow was especially hard as prior to this the country had experienced two decades of
uninterrupted growth.
The crisis led to severe macro-economic imbalances which seriously
affected the national economy. Various Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) were implemented to reduce these imbalances, with
mixed results. Fixed objectives were minimal, and often limited to certain sectors (water, power, and telecommunications).
Since 1986, the country seems to have renewed its cycle of economic
growth, with an annual average rate of 4.7%, and a GNP of nearly US$8.6
million, about US$600 per inhabitant. The country is endowed with an
excelent primary economic base1 as a result of its oil resources and its
favourable agricultural conditions, which justify its continued role as a
supplier of raw materials. It trades primarily with its former colonial
powers, reflecting the high level of financial and political interest that
France has in the country. Although foreign investment fell by 72.66%
between 1984 and 1998, there is an obvious shift in this trend if one considers the increase from a rate of 18.8% in 1997/8 to 20.1% in 1998/9, with
French companies at the head of the list.2
However, some factors are hardly conducive to the creation of a development-friendly environment. Of the 91 countries in the world listed in
Transparency International’s 2001 Corruption Perceptions Index,
Cameroon is in 84th place, together with Azerbaijan, Bolivia and Kenya.
In Africa, only Uganda (88th) and Nigeria (90th) are lower on the list.
Three years previously, in 1997 and 1998, Cameroon was ranked last. A
national observation body on corruption was created in 2000 to fight corruption. However, cumbersome administration and an overcrowded civil
service are considered the main economic problems.3 The current economic structure is dominated by agriculture, which contributes 43.4% of
GNP and 70% of the labour force; industry contributes 20.1% of GNP, and
the services 36.5% of GNP. Due to the secretive way the oil industry is
managed, it is difficult to access its contribution to the country’s GNP.
Only an estimated 13% of the labour force works in industry and commerce. Estimates of the unemployment rate vary from the official rate of
23% to the 1998 estimate of 30%. The country’s unofficial data estimate
it at around 40%.
The Bretton Woods supported structural adjustment programme has
tried since 1994 to redefine the state’s role in the economy, with the main
aim of reversing the downward trend of the main macroeconomic aggregates and putting the economy on a sustainable growth path. Some successes were achieved if we consider the return of a growth rate path at
the beginning of 2000. For 2006, the GDP growth rate is estimated at 4%.
Structural reforms have made some progress, but firms still suffer from

1
2
3

CIA World Factbook, 2002.
World Investment News, 2002.
CIA World Factbook, 2002.
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poor business conditions. Transparency International regularly ranks
the country among the world’s most corrupt nations. Businesses complain of legal and judicial insecurity. Firms are also handicapped by
energy shortages, lack of long-term funding and a poor physical infrastructure that renders access to the country’s economic capital, Douala,
hazardous.
The private sector is plagued by fraud and a massive influx of counterfeit products. Growth has slowed down since the closure of the DobaKribi oil pipeline in 2002, which contributed to the boost of the construction sector and created about six thousands jobs. Lack of infrastructure
and high production cost are considered as other negative factors.
In the meantime, the fabric of the growth engine has changed considerably. Agriculture is still the backbone of the country’s economy, but now
provides employment for about 49% of the active population and
accounts for 29% of GDP, followed by the secondary sector (30% of GDP
and employment of 15% of the population); the manufacturing industry
(13.5% of the GDP and 5.7% employment of the population). The tertiary
sector, mainly the public administration is still affected by the legacy of
the past with 43% of GDP and is the main source of income for 36% of the
population. But the most notable change is the surge of the informal sector which is estimated to account for 35% of the country’s GDP and
believed to employ 75% of the working population in urban areas.
Cameroon exports a wide range of products, with great dependence on
oil (39.5% of all revenue in 2004). Wood exportation follows at 14.5%,
then cocoa (8.8%), cotton (5.1%), aluminium (3.7%) and coffee (2.8%). Oil
exports rose over the last two years, despite failing production. Imports
were up in 2004 by about 4% after dropping when work on the Doba-Kribi
pipeline came to an end. Fuel imports have risen 15% per year since 2004
and machinery and equipment by 10%. The 1.4% of GDP trade surplus in
2004 is gradually declining and is expected to reach 0.4% in 2006 because
of the drop in oil production.
Until the end of 2004, the country had a poverty reduction and growth
facility (PRGF), but the fifth IMF review in May 2004 was not conclusive.
The contribution to Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) came to an
end in April 2006, but the pressure was still high on government finance
because of outstanding arrears in payments to state firms and bodies.
After the completion point, the foreign public debt was reduced from 33%
of GDP to 3% by the end of 2006. Over the next five years, the country will
have a budget surplus of about €1.6 billion. This surplus will be used to
fight poverty, with health and education sectors as priorities, focusing on
immunisation, the fight against malaria and HIV/AIDS, and in terms of
education, building classes and recruiting teachers.

10
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TABLE 5.1: SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS

ICT POLICY
Despite the establishment and the effectiveness of a National ICT
Agency, there are still concerns about the lack of a clear direction and a
conducive policy framework on ICT policies, e-strategies and related
implementation plans and initiatives in Cameroon. These concerns are
linked to the absence of a vision and a national policy as well as the difficulties with coordination and harmonisation experienced by the different organisations in charge of designing and implementing Cameroonian
ICT policies and strategies.
The overall ICT policy is defined by the Head of the State, who provides
the ultimate vision and trends to the Government. The Prime Minister
ensures the implementation of the Head of State’s vision. At the ministerial level, until January 2006, the most critical decisions were prepared,
proposed and most of the time carried out by or under the supervision of
the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (appointments of General
Managers, Board members of State-owned companies and organisations, as well as for the Regulatory Agency). For these high ranking posts
the Decree is signed by the Head of the State. For the Directors of
telecommunications central Administration, the nomination Decrees are
signed by the Prime Minister. The National Assembly deliberates and
adopts the laws related to ICT, which are thereafter promulgated by the
President of the Republic.
The country is still in the process of drafting a national ICT policy. The
delay in adopting such policy can be explained by the power struggle
among some institutional players, and the shift in leadership with the
establishment of the National ICT Agency (ANTIC).
Since the establishment of the National ICT Agency in January 2002,
there has been a need for clarification. The NICTA is placed under the
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supervision of the Presidency. Between its creation in 2001 and becoming operational in 2006, many other Decrees have been issued, attributing some or most of its activities to other ministerial departments. If the
NICTA stands firm in carrying out all the activities provided by its Decree
of creation, there is risk of a massive power struggle. Some of those activities are now exercised by the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications,
some by the Regulatory Board, and others by the Ministry of Industries,
mines and technology developments, just to name a few.

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
The country’s institutional arrangement is complex and counterproductive. The long awaited National ICT Agency has done little since inception to smooth the institutional fragmentation arising from the high levels of dispersion of responsibilities among too many key players. The
NICTA, administratively attached to the Secretariat General of the Presidency of the Republic is in charge of:











Enabling the emergence of an information society in Cameroon;
Encouraging the involvement of all citizens in the information society;
Developing a legal framework that protects people and goods;
Developing and monitoring norms, standards and basic architecture
necessary for an effective implementation of ICT;
Following the development of the telecommunications infrastructures;
Coordinating the realisation and monitoring of the State and parastatal organisations, Internet sites, Intranet and Extranet;
Contributing to the technical training at universities, colleges,
teacher training schools and primary schools;
Determining and implementing the national strategy of ICT development;
Promoting E-business;
Encouraging access to knowledge, etc.

The Ministry of Post and Telecommunications is in charge of elaborating
and implementing the national telecommunication policy, taking into
account the technological developments in the sector, the need for development and the priorities assigned to the sector by the Government.
Decree No 2002/216 of 24 August 2002 assigns to the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunication the supervision of:




The Telecommunications Regulatory Board;
The Cameroon Telecommunications Company (CAMTEL);
The Advanced School of Post and Telecommunications.

The new organogram adopted two years ago has created within the Ministry a Direction of Infrastructures and Access to Information and Communication Technologies Networks. The core attributes of this new
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Direction have the potential to conflict with the NICTA’s Mission. Some
of these attributes are:








Favouring the emergence of information society in Cameroon;
Encouraging the involvement of all citizens in the information society;
Developing infrastructures and networks;
Following the development of telecommunications infrastructures;
Contributing to the technical training of the trainers from universities, colleges, teacher training schools and primary schools;
Promoting E-business;
Encouraging access to knowledge, etc.

The blurred dividing line between these two public institutions has led to
a power struggle and conflicting agendas. Almost two years after its
effectiveness, the NICTA still cannot afford more than the two permanent
managers appointed in January 2006: the General Manager and his
Deputy. This situation sends conflicting messages to the various stakeholders. It has become a matter of urgency to redefine the new respective roles and responsibilities of the various players, in order to build
synergy. The best decision might be to create a Ministry of ICT and Technology Innovation, to unify the fragmented responsibilities currently
spread over more than a dozen institutions (see annexe A). In addition
to this structural weakness, the sector also faces organisational confusion. The incumbent monopoly over the fixed line sector has been legal
at an end since 2006. The pressure from Bretton Woods Institutions to
let it be administered by private investors has failed three times, possibly through political gambling, the scepticism of international investors,
or because investors are no longer willing to invest large amounts of
money in a sinking public corporation.
Consequently, the recent reshuffle of the sector did not attract and favour
the participation of private investors in telecommunications and ICTs
development as expected, despite a great potential.
In December 2005, a convention was signed between the Ministry of Post
& Telecommunications, the National Oil Company (SNH) and the
Cameroon Oil Transportation Company (COTCO) providing government
usage of 12 optic fibres along the Chad-Cameroon oil pipeline. Management of the 12 optic fibres has been handed to the incumbent by the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. The 12 optic fibres provide 14
access points over five of the ten country’s provinces. They can be connected to the existing public telecommunications network, as well as to
the SAT3. This can be used as a backbone to attract neighbouring countries such as Chad and the Central Africa Republic.
The national Power Corporation (AES SONEL), with the best penetration rate in the country (over 50% of households have access to elec-
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tricty), is requesting entry into the Internet market. The railway corporation has an independent telecommunication network along its 1 000
km railway. It can use its excess telecommunication capacity to provide
access to telecommunication and Internet services to more than 100
local communities.
DIAGRAM 1: ICT LANDSCAPE IN CAMEROON

TABLE 2: POLICY FRAMEWORK
Policy Framework
Independent regulator

Agence de Régulation des Télécommunication (ART)

Liberalisation schedule

Local 2006
National long distance: 2006
International: 2006
Mobile: Since 1999

14

Local services

CAMTEL (Grey competition)

Domestic long distance

CAMTEL (Grey competition)

International long distance

CAMTEL(Grey competition)

Mobile

ORANGE, MTN, CAMTEL

Private VSAT Licence

Grey market

Terminal equipment trade

Full competition

Public VoIP

Grey market

Cybercafés, telecentres

Full competition

Wireless local loop

Full competition

Leased lines

CAMTEL

ADSL

CAMTEL

Data

Full competition

ISP

Full competition

National ICT policy

Nearly completed
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GATS Commitments
The ICT sector’s lacklustre performances in Cameroon are the result of
a weak regulatory environment, confusing structural arrangements and
conflicting leadership. Corruption is still considered as endemic. However, the last four years have shown that political will and decisive action
could turn things around. The decision makers are expressing the will to
tackle the issue more decisively than before, to reach a level where the
business environment could be considered safe and conducive to investment. The fight against widespread corruption should be ongoing. The
Transparency International country index for year 2006 is as low as 2.3.
The privatisation saga of the incumbent should be ended. A decision
needs to be taken on whether the incumbent is sold to private investors
or remains within the State portfolio.
Decisive action should be taken to ease the difficult business environment. In the 2007 Doing Business index by the International Finance
Society (IFS), the country is ranked 152 out of 175 countries assessed.
Comparison with previous years shows some decline in ranking. This
poor index has multiple effects. Competitive safeguards are still to be put
in place, and administrative hurdles and licence fees have impacted negatively on potential investors.
Another important factor is the lack of collaborative culture among local
investors. The strategic move by two local operators, CREOLINKS and
ICCNET, to merge their operations in response to the Internet market
entry by MTN, has not happened. A few months after the merger, the
partners split over leadership and vision, missing the opportunity to benefit from economy of scale or the creation of a critical mass which might
have helped generate more income.

INTERCONNECTION
The Regulatory Board has sought to ease interconnection conditions but
its efforts are curbed by the poor financial situation of the incumbent.
Price hikes have greatly undermined efforts to make communication
charges affordable in Cameroon. Newcomers face difficulties entering
the market. People resort to many sim cards or mobile phones in order
to take advantage of the best offers from each operator and a whole sector of VSAT service providers is simply outlawed.
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UNIVERSAL ACCESS
Universal access has been almost unattainable for many years. A State
Decree in September 2006 has put the policy back on track and provided
the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications with the leverage, tools and
funds to action the long-awaited policy. The creation in September 2006
of a Committee in charge of managing the special funds for telecommunications has put universal access at the top of the agenda. Under the
authority of the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications, the purpose of
the funds is to finance the universal services, contribute to the development of telecommunications in the country and finance technical services and audit related functions.
The funds are provided by yearly contributions from telecommunications
operators, service providers, income from advertisements in universal
access subscribers’ books, State subsidies, decentralised collective’s contributions, all or part of excess budget, donations, subsidies or aid.
The 12 member committee meets quarterly. Their mandate is to assist
the Minister in charge of Post & Telecommunications in identifying services related to Universal access and in selection of studies and telecommunication development priority projects.

LICENSING
The licensing process is opaque. There are some clearcut services for
which the regulatory Board has authority over providing licences, but
there is a grey area where operators are unsure of who is in charge of
providing the official authorisation to operate. This explains the proliferation of VSAT services despite the reluctance of the regulatory Board
to allow such services in the country. There are many reasons why more
and more ISPs are resorting to VSAT for Internet service. Licence fees
are expensive. The fixed-line connections are out of reach to average
ISPs. The attempt last year by the incumbent, in partnership with a private operator, to provide ADSL was unsuccessful. The incumbent is now
the sole ADSL provider. An unattractive investment environment is
resulting in fragmented competition with a core of smaller players operating clandestinely.
The unfriendly environnment can be reversed if the Regulator keeps pace
with its efforts to take full control of the sector and to shorten the time
required to process licence requests for satellite and VSAT installations.

REGULATION
Regulatory activities are carried out by the Telecommunications Regulatory Agency(ART), under the authority of the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications, and managed by a Board and a General Manager
appointed by the Head of State. The current General Manager is also a
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member of the Central Committee of the ruling party. ART activities are
divided into six components:







application of the various texts of legislative or legal nature and the
management of resources (frequencies, numbers);
market survey;
monitoring and assessment of network operators and owners, as well
as service providers;
resolution of legal problems and litigation between operators;
anticipation of trends in network interconnection and standardisation;
development of international co-operation.

As part of this study, a regulatory perception survey was conducted.
Drawing on methodology developed by LIRNEasia called the Telecommunications Regulatory Environment (TRE), the survey seeks not simply to assess the regulator, but also the total policy environment in which
it operates and which impacts on its effectiveness in the implementation
of policy. The criteria used to assess this draw in turn on the WTO reference paper and include market entry, tariff, interconnection, scarce
resources and universal service regulation. The study surveys stakeholders across the sector including operators, service providers and ICT
specialists. TRE perception for the country is consistent with previous
research on Cameroon telecomms regulation performances. The country is not performing well, although its ranking, compared to other countries in which such studies were conducted, may look fair. In terms of
market entry, the perception is that the market is open, even though not
at the same level as Ivory Coast or Nigeria. The management of scarce
resources is still a problem. More efforts are also needed to resolve interconnection and facilities issues. Tariff regulation is still inefficient and
has resulted in high communication costs. With regard to anti-competitive practices, the position of the country is in the middle. The country is
comparable in ranking for universal services obligation (USO). The perception seems to have negative effects on the various stakeholders, who
are unwilling to release information. Researchers encountered resistance in accessing data or information from the various operators. The
end users are ill organised to verbalise their claims, except for one occasion when the price increase decided on by the incumbent was felt to be
unbeareable.
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FIGURE 1:

Legend:
1 = Market entry
2 = Scarce Resources
3 = Interconnection and facilities
4 = Tariff regulation
5 = Regulation of Anti-competitive practices
6 = Universal service obligation (USO)

FIGURE 2: TRE SCORES

Source: Esselaar, Gillwald and Stork (2007)

COMPETITION ISSUES
For years competition issues have been avoided. But the judgement rendered by the Minister of State and Minister in charge of Posts and
Telecommunication, allowing MTN to enter the Internet market, authorising ORANGE to develop Internet services and providing a mobile
licence to the incumbent, has had an unexpected outcome in which the
incumbent monopoly over telephony has been negated.
The country’s telecommunications infrastructure is characterised by the
overwelming domination of mobile. At the end of 2005, the fixed line serv-
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ice covered a total of 107 locality in the country. The ORANGE network
covered 183 and MTN 155. A locality is an administrative territory with
at least 50 000 inhabitants. This year is critical to the fate of the incumbent as the sole fixed-line provider in the country. According to a law
passed by the National Assembly in 2000, the monopoly was due to end
at the end of 2006, opening the industry to any operator from 2007 if the
dispositions do not change.
Fixed-line subscription has gained some vitality with the introduction of
the CT phone based on CDMA technology. Some of the protection provided to the incumbent is now being removed in Cameroon. The move by
MTN into the Internet sector last year was a surprise to the whole sector. In October 2005, MTN decided to buy Globalnet, a local Internet
Provider. This strategic move was fiercely opposed by the various Internet operators, mostly local, and by the incumbent. In face of a powerless
Regulator, the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications authorised the
move. The second mobile operator was also allowed to enter the Internet
segment, and the incumbent provided a third mobile licence.
As a local response, two of the big local Internet providers (ICCNET and
CREOLINKS) decided to merge to create Matrix Telecom. The name is a
clear indication of their willingness to join the telecommunications segment as a whole. The two split after a few months of joint operation.
Again fully independent, CREOLINKS has decided to enter the telephony
business and the company is advertising local and international phone
calls for a fraction of the incumbent’s price. This may be the turningpoint in Cameroon’s telecommunication sector. If the CREOLINKS move
is not opposed by the Regulator, the government or the incumbent, this
will prove that the monopoly of the incumbent over telephony is a thing
of the past. This will render it difficult to sell the incumbent to private
investors, since there is a possibility to enter the market without carrying the liabilities of the State-owned company.
Another interesting development is the request to the telecommunications authorities by the power corporation (AES SONEL), to provide
Internet access. If their request is accepted, AES SONEL, which has the
best penetration rate in the country, could change the landscape of the
market completely. Research led by the National Statistics Bureau shows
that more than 50% of households have access to electricity. The rate is
close to 90% in urban areas, and barely 28% in rural areas. In comparison, the penetration rate for fixed phones is less than 1%, and for mobile
phones, despite a robust growth, around 30%. Many other players are
eager to join the market.

NUMBER PORTABILITY, CARRIER SELECTION
Besides the three major contenders, (incumbent, ORANGE, MTN), a number of others are animating a sector full of potential: SACONEX, Matrix
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telecom, Douala One, CENADI, SUP Telecom, CKT Distribution, Anais.AC,
ASAFE, etc. What they share is the determination to exist in an extremely
difficult market.. The opinion of the three major players is that the others
do not have the financial means to expand beyond one or two provinces.
The breakdown of the country coverage below gives this figure:
TABLE 3: LOCALITIES COVERED BY THE THREE COMBINED OPERATORS
Province

Fixed line
(CAMTEL)

Mobile
MTN

Orange

Adamaoua

10

3

5

Centre

22

35

47

4

9

11

14

4

15

7

23

25

East
Far North
Littoral
North

5

12

6

North-West

11

14

12

West

20

25

39

South

8

11

14

South-West
Total

6

19

9

107

155

183

Source: SCAN-ICT Survey, 2006

The introduction of the CT phone service by the incumbent in 2005 is
complicating the interconnection process as well as blurring the dividing
line between fixed and mobile telephony. The city phone, based on Chinese technology (CDMA), is a fixed base with mobile handset. Depending on atmospheric conditions, portability could reach 40 km. The average user does not see the difference between this and mobile technology.
The incumbent tried to leverage this technology ignorance to price the
CT phone very aggressively US$.10 per minute from CT phone to CT
phone or fixed line, and four times this amount from CT phone or fixed
line to mobile). Mobile pricing is officially US$0.35 per minute, but since
August 2007, there has been a price war in the sector with MTN offering
free calls after the first minute, between 11 pm and 6 am. ORANGE is
offering US$0.10 a minute between 10 pm and 6 am during the week and
over the whole weekend.
The joint agreement signed last year between the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications, the National Oil Company (SNH) and the Cameroon
Oil Transportation Company (COTCO) provides the country with 14 optic
fibres along Chad-Cameroon pipelines. With 14 connecting points across
five provinces, the optic fibres are managed by the incumbent and could
be connected to the existing telecommunication network, giving the country an upper hand in launching high bandwidth demand services such as
telemedicine, tele-education, etc. In addition, it offers the possibility to
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connect to the SAT3 network and to serve neighbouring countries such as
Central Africa Republic, Chad and Equatorial Guinea.
TABLE 4: NUMBER OF LOCALITIES SERVED BY MOBILE NETWORK, BY
PROVINCE
Province
Adamaoua

Sole operator

The two operators

Total

6

1

7

Centre

34

24

58

East

12

4

16

Far North

11

4

15

Littoral

14

17

31

North

10

4

14

8

9

17

22

21

43
17

North West
West
South
South-West
Total

9

8

14

7

21

140

99

239

Source:SCAN-ICT survey, 2006

NEW POLICIES DEVELOPMENT
The National ICT Agency (ANTIC) has revived the longstanding process
of drafting a national ICT policy. For unknown reasons, the process
stalled again, depriving the country of a direction in this strategic and
potential-filled area. One of the difficulties the new Agency will
encounter is the scope of its mandate. From 2001, the Agency had overall responsibility for everything related to ICT in Cameroon. But because
it did not become operative until early 2006, many other decrees have
conferred part of the mandate to other institutions such as the Ministries
of Post and Telecommunications, Communications, Culture, etc. If its
mandate is not reframed, there is a potential for conflicting, overlapping
or neutralisation of effort.
Another major development in policy is the creation in September 2006
of a committee in charge of managing the special funds for telecommunications. Under the authority of the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications, the purpose of the funds is to finance the universal services, contribute to the development of telecommunications in the country and
finance technical and audit-related services.
The funds are sponsored by yearly contributions from telecommunications operators, service providers, income from advertisements in Universal access subscribers’ books, State subsidies, decentralised collective contributions, all or part of excess budget, donations, subventions
or aid, etc.
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The 12 member committee meets quarterly. Their mandate is to assist
the Minister in Charge of Post & Telecommunications in identifying services related to universal access and in the selection of studies and
telecommunication development priority projects.
Other developments resulting from the new policy or which have the
potential to shift the policy course are:












The creation of Internet Development Regional Centres in Africa
(CERDIA), sponsored by UNDP. The purpose of the project is to solve
problems preventing the increase in Intenet usage, such as connection problems, access costs, capacity building, programmes and
applications;
Creation of the telemedicine project. This project results from cooperation between ITU, OMS and the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications. The purpose is to launch a pilot project which might help
evaluate the feasibility of distance medicine in the country;
Creation of the E-readiness project, another intitative sponsored by
the UNDP and aiming at assessing the state of ICT in the country in
order to propose strategic actions;
Creation of the E-school project, the local component of the NEPAD
initiative targeting schools, colleges. Six pilot schools will be selected;
The launch in 2001 of the multimedia centres in colleges determining
which of such centres are operational;
Recruitment of 100 000 women by year 2012 operation that has the
ambition to train this number in the use of computers. The project is
carried out by the African Computer Institute (IAI);
Maintenance the proxi-centres project, launched in 2006. In its pilot
phase, the project is pursuing two objectives: provide lowest cost
access to ICT in poor neighbourhoods and groom social entrepreneurs through its incubators centres. The project is initiated by
Anais.AC.

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION ON POLICY AND
REGULATORY ISSUES
Unlike some African regions, Central Africa is facing difficulties coordinating its efforts towards the information society. Local considerations
often overshadow cooperation policies. Some projects will eventually
render such cooperation a necessity, including:
The sub-marine cable SAT3/WASC/SAFE. This project will forge ties
between Cameroon, Gabon, and Equatorial Guinea in anticipation of
some regulatory issues that will have to be ironed out to enable a smooth
deployment of the project.
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MAP 1:

There is also a project to connect Cameroon to Chad and Central
Africa through a central network called CAB. This network will later
be connected to Nigeria and Sudan, in order to build the Trans-Africa
backbone.

Market structure
Since the liberalisation of the sector in 1998, the market has been operating in a semi-competitive system with the presence of two foreign
mobile operators: ORANGE, which entered the market in 1999 and MTN,
which bought the incumbent mobile operation in 1999 and became operational in 2000. The two companies are sector leaders. Their entry was
welcomed by telephony users since they created dynamism in the sector
by developing services to suit the population and at the same time, working to fulfil the considerable demand for telecommunication services.
The Internet segment is dominated by about 30 providers. The valueadded network services market has also developed in the past few years
to around a dozen providers.
Thanks to ART and the liberalised market, the costs of mobile telecoms
have declined even though they remain high in comparison with the purchasing power of Cameroonians and prices in countries with a similar
level of development.
CAMTEL is losing its grip on the fixed phone. A local company, CREOLINKS is offering local and international phone call connection at a
fraction of the incumbent’s price. The debate between the public author-
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ity, who have not said that they will not privatise the incumbent, and the
Bretton Woods Institutions which are keeping up the pressure to do just
that is still far from being over. The last joint follow-up committee (IMF,
WB) has on four occasions drawn the attention of government to the
unfulfilled promise. In his last letter of intent to both Institutions, the
Premier declared the determination of his government to keep its promise to sell the incumbent to private investors, among others state-owned
companies such as the Water Corporation or the Cameroon Development
Corporation (CDC). The long monopoly over telephony by the incumbent
has not helped the overall growth of the sector. The quality of services
have recently sharply declined over the entire network. Internet services
have never been so poor. The network coverage and penetration are
expanding, but not as fast as needed to curb the very low teledensity
(0.7%) in a country where the GDP per capita is US$670. The incumbent
used the City phone to re-enter the mobile-like segment in 2005. In May
2006, with its new full mobile operating licence, CAMTEL created a
mobile branch called Cameroon Mobile Telecommunications (CMT). The
new branch will serve the purpose of rendering the incumbent more
attractive to potential buyers.
In addition to the participants mentioned above, CREOLINKS, traditionally an Internet service provider, has entered the telephony business.
Saconet provides Internet and mobile telephony through the Thuraya
system. Hundreds of cyber cafés, thousands of public booths and about
ten thousand call boxes contribute to the telecommunications market in
the country. Call boxes are private retailers of mobile communications.

DIAGRAM 2: TELECOM MARKET STRUCTURE
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CAMTEL provides fixed and mobile phone and Internet access. Since
May 2007, it also offers ADSL services. MTN and ORANGE provide GSM
mobile phone services. After buying Globalnet in 2005, MTN started in
early 2006 to provide Internet services with means other than its GSM
network. A year of operation has proved this to be a bad business decision. Since the Internet market is not taking off, MTN is now considering
getting rid of Globalnet. In the mean time, ORANGE has reversed its former intention to buy CREOLINKS for Internet services and is providing
Internet through its GSM network. Besides this formal market structure,
it is very difficult to assess the grey and the informal market. Conflicting
data tend to show that the grey market is the main Internet provider in
the country. Possibly the study of this segment ordered by ART will shed
better light on the whole segment.

MARKET SHARE
With the liberalisation of the sector in 1998, the telephony market share
of the incumbent fell from 100% of total voice market before the entry of
MTN and ORANGE, to 5%4 six years later (Figure 3). Mobile telephony
through MTN and Orange, has grown rapidly, capturing a 95% market
share with a mobile teledensity of about 15.6%. This rapid growth was
achieved despite marketing, technical and network management problems. Mobile telephony remains one of the most promising communication services in addressing the digital divide in Cameroon. The number
of mobile subscribers has grown exponentially in the last five years
(from 103 279 in 2000 to 2 500 000 in October 2005 (1 500 000 for
Orange and 1 000 000 for MTN), while numbers of fixed-line subscribers
have stagnated and even declined. In 2000, CAMTEL had 94 464 subscribers with a peak of 110 881 in 2002. In 2005, the incumbent portfolio
was 127 000 (105 000 for fixed line and 22 000 for CT phone), taking the
overall fixed teledensity to 0.7%.
FIGURE 3: TELEPHONY MARKET SHARE

There are two main reasons behind the rapid growth of the mobile market. First, the demand for fixed-line telephony was not being fulfilled by
CAMTEL at the time that mobile operators began operating in the market. Secondly, loss of confidence in fixed services by customers.
4 This rate includes mobile and fixed phone
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As shown in Figure 4, the market share in terms of territorial coverage
is quite well balanced between the three operators. Orange still has the
biggest share (41%) followed by MTN (35%) and CAMTEL (24%) (Scan
ICT Cameroon, 2006). CAMTEL is present in the major centres of the
country, mainly in the provinces of Centre and Littoral, while MTN and
Orange extend their services to remote areas and are present mainly in
the province of Centre, after West and Littoral.
FIGURE 4: FIXED AND MOBILE COVERAGE

The competition in the sector has increased due to the entry of CT phone
which gives CAMTEL an opportunity to gain some market share. With
CT phone in the market, the price of mobile communications has
declined while the price of fixed phones has increased. When CAMTEL
introduced CT phone, its primary goal was to reverse the downward
trend in its market share resulting from its stagnant growth. Aggressively priced at US$0.10 per minute (a quarter of the mobile rate) the
service has enjoyed some success.
CT phone seems to have had a three-fold effect on the market. The first
effect was the tacit 360% increase in local fixed-line call prices. A oneminute call is now US$0.10 compared to US$0.08 for three minutes prior
to its introduction. As result, a number of people are cancelling their
fixed-line subscriptions. A second effect is the reaction of mobile operators. The two major services have slashed their prices by between 20 and
30%, in addition to offering various bonuses. From August to October
2007 MTN is offering free calls after the first minute between 11 pm and
6 am. ORANGE during the same period slashed its price to US$0.12 per
minute from 10 pm to 6 am during week days and for the whole weekend.
The third effect is that the mobile operators are providing more services
which are not yet available on the CT phone network.
As for Internet, this market segment has suffered from lack of guidance
to a point where the whole segment seems out of control. The chaos created by the search for the best Internet access price led to the proliferation of clandestine operators. As with telephony services, Internet services are stifled by underdeveloped infrastructure and high access costs.
The conjunction of these factors explains why, despite the introduction
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of Internet in the early nineties, the penetration rate is still low at 0.16%.
The decision of MTN to take over Globalnet, an ISP in December 2005
could be considered as a disruptive move. In reaction, ORANGE considered merging with CREOLINKS, another ISP, before requesting an Internet licence from the Regulator. ORANGE was granted the licence and
CAMTEL, the incumbent, granted a mobile operation licence. The ADSL
services, sub-contracted by CAMTEL to ICCNET, were retracted. ICCNET and CREOLINKS decided to merge. Unfortunately, the two companies parted after a few months. A breakdown of the ISP market share is
provided in Figure 5 and shows that CAMTEL and ICCnet are the major
players in the environment.
Overall, the number of telecommunications subscribers is still increasing, mainly because of the booming mobile phone industry and the
expansion of the network. One local company, Doula1.com is seeking to
address the problem of the lack of good long distance infrastructure
facilities by trying to launch a joint venture with the national power company, AES-SONEL to develop a nation-wide optic fibres network, similar
to the Nigerian project under way involving NEPAD and Eskom.
FIGURE 5: ISP MARKET SHARE

The installation of the optic fibre telecom network along the ChadCameroon pipeline and in main cities and university cities will help to
address the problem of the quality of service and the penetration rate.
This international backbone runs from Douala to Ndjamena with eleven
POPs in the country covering Douala, Yaoundé and nine other towns. In
2005, CAMTEL was granted permission to lease capacity on this backbone in order to provide lower fixed-line costs. The ultimate goal is to
take the mobile teledensity from its current 15% to 50% in 2015 and the
fixed teledensity from the current 0.7% to 30% in 2015.
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MARKET INVESTMENT AND REVENUE
Even if the overall investment in the sector is still low despite the
potential of the telecommunication services, the sector plays an
important role in the economy in terms of investment, revenue and
employment.
CAMTEL’s poor performance has wasted enormous opportunities for
the development of the fixed line. Since privatisation started six years
ago, investment in the fixed-line market has been very low, even zero.
This explains why the fixed-line telecom infrastructure is significantly
underdeveloped and obsolete and services not reliable. With the Minimun Investment Programme (MIP) signed by CAMTEL and the Government in December 2003, about US$50 000 000 has been invested
for the development of the optic fibres. Between 2000 and 2004, the two
mobile operators overwhelmingly exceeded the incumbent in terms of
performance, investment and revenue. In that period, the investment
realised by MTN and Orange was three times that of CAMTEL, as
shown in Table 55; and in terms of revenue it was one and a half times,
(see Table 6)6. During the same period, the amount of investment
realised by the two mobile operators was much the same; for a total
investment of 209 323 billion CFA, Orange has invested 106 190 billion
CFA while MTN has invested 103 133 billion CFA.
TABLE 5: INVESTMENTS CAMTEL, ORANGE AND MTN
(BILLION CFA, US$1 = ABOUT 500 CFA)
Date

00/06/30

01/12/30

02/12/30

03/12/30

04/12/30

Total

CAMTEL

15 139

13 130

3 758

18 325

21 430

71 782

Orange

40 728

MTN

16 987

10 367

12 358

25 750

106 190

29 094

18 082

33 926

21 126

103 133

The two mobile operators are now the leaders in infrastructural investment. While the incumbent’s revenues have fallen steadily since 2001,
the mobile operator’s revenues have increased constantly with an average growth rate of 243% for both combined from 2000 to 2004. Table 6
and Graphs 1 and 27 show the aggregate incomes for the two combined
mobile operators and CAMTEL.
TABLE 6: REVENUES CAMTEL, ORANGE AND MTN (BILLION CFA
Date

28

00/06/30

01/12/30

02/12/30

03/12/30

04/12/30

Total

CAMTEL

83 388

84 635

81 774

65 805

58 419

374 021

Orange/MTN

11 335

57 683

124 345

159 260

193 654

546,277

5

Données statistiques du secteur des télécommunications, ART 2004

6

Données statistiques du secteur des télécommunications, ART 2004

7

Données statistiques du secteur des télécommunications, ART 2004
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GRAPH 1: EVOLUTION OF CAMTEL REVENUE

GRAPH 2: EVOLUTION OF ORANGE AND MTN REVENUES

As far as investment is concerned, the government’s engagement in
terms of ICT is not significant. In 2006, it represented less than 2% of the
total investment of the three operators8.
Underdeveloped and insufficient infrastructure still remains the biggest
challenge to ICT development in Cameroon. Overall teledensity remains
very low, particularly in rural areas.

EMPLOYMENT AND REMUNERATION
From the statistical data provided by the Regulator in 2004 it can be
assessed that the contribution of the telecommunications sector to
national employment has risen as the sector continues to grow. This is
as a result of the policy expansion of the mobile industry; the liberalisation of the provision of access services through call boxes, telephone
booths and internet cafés. The training sector has also generated jobs to
develop the skills needed to service the sector.
The sector is considered as one of the best-paid in terms of salary and
revenue. On average, a manager in the telecoms sector earns twice the
salary of his colleague in education or health. The sector currently provides over 15 000 jobs. The majority of these jobs come from the informal sector, the call boxes. The call boxes are a source of self-managed
8

SPR Government survey, 2006
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informal economic activity that have generated more than 10 000 jobs
between 2002 and 2004. They are proportionally distributed between
metropolitan urban areas and rural areas. Women are most employed in
this segment of the market.
The figures of the main operators, CAMTEL, MTN and Orange, show
some growth in the number of employees over the period 2003-2004,
(from 2 135 to 2 235 for CAMTEL; 317 to 399 for MTN and 349 to 496 for
Orange) (Graphs 3 and 4). The growth is shown mainly in the low remuneration category.
GRAPH 3: CAMTEL HUMAN RESOURCES

GRAPH 4a: MTN STAFF

GRAPH 4b: ORANGE STAFF
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The mobile telephony sector is more gender-equity balanced than that of
fixed lines. While 43% and 47% of employees are female respectively at
MTN and Orange, only 25% are female at CAMTEL. When looking globally at gender staff distribution, the assertion that telecommunications
is a sector for men is less accurate for mobile operators, (Graphs 5 and
6). But looking at the type of work, the assertion is verified because most
female employees are administrators and the technical areas are still
dominated by men.
GRAPH 5: CAMTEL GENDER STAFF DISTRIBUTION

GRAPH 6a: MTN GENDER STAFF DISTRIBUTION

GRAPH 6b: ORANGE GENDER STAFF DISTRIBUTION
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CAMTEL services are aggregated and do not provide separate figures for
those working in the fixed-line, mobile and Internet segments. The phone
lines per employee (including mobiles) ratio currently stands at a very
low rate of 44; five times lower than the international productivity rate
of 200 for fixed lines. The privatisation of CAMTEL led to the dismissal
of about 500 employees in August 2006 and the company currently has
about 1 600 employees. Even with this dismissal, there are still excess
and unqualified employees, and the level of productivity is still low.
In contrast, MTN and Orange have a ratio corresponding to the international standard, MTN with 317 employees in 2003 has a ratio of 1 to 1 498
and Orange with 365 employees has a ratio of 1 to 1 438. These figures
mean that fixed lines are more labour-intensive than mobile telephony.
The non-efficiency of CAMTEL is partly due to the fact that it is a parastatal company with little constraint of result.9

Access to ICTs
The ICT penetration rate in Cameroon can be measured through household
and office equipment. The SCAN ICT survey assessed a fair rate of computer ownership (9.4%) by households and 6.2% in public administrations.
The rate is still far from being satisfactory considering the official stance
and speeches advocating the increase in computer ownership. There are
many reasons for this. Import duties have been restored under pressure by
the IMF. Despite the heavy importation of secondhand computers, prices
remain out of reach of the average Cameroonian. Consequently, cyber café
domination as the prime access point to ICTs cannot be challenged. A study
carried out by a student at the Univerity of Yaounde II School of Communication early this year has established cyber cafés as the second-most frequented places in Cameroon, after bars.
TABLE 7: INTERNET ACCESS POINTS
Places

86.1

Offices

28.2

School

4.5

Friend

4.3

House

4.1

University

3.1

Elsewhere

1.3

9

32

Frequency (%)

Cyber cafés

ART, (2004)“Données statistiques du secteur des télécommunications”
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From the Digital Access Index (DAI) perspective, Cameroon has
increased its overall performances in access to ICTs. The country has
moved from poor (0.16 in 2002) to fair (0.31) in 2005. Commanding leadership shown by the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications, the Ministry
of Higher Education and some universities has contributed to some
extent to this good standing. Decision makers are realising the great
potential of the country and the difference it can make in the region.

FIXED-LINE NETWORK
CAMTEL is still the sole provider of fixed lines. The incumbent network
is composed of six distant connecting units (URAD), 37 traffic centres
(CAA), seven regional transit centres (CTR), two national transit centres (CTN), two international transit centres (CTI) and 100 rural centres. The introduction of the CT phone, a fixed and mobile product based
on CDMA technology, has helped in improving the number of subscribers. Still, the number of public phones and phone shops has
decreased sharply in the last three years. A public phone is a booth
placed in public places by the incumbent. A phone shop is a privatelyowned shop that provides fixed phone services. A call box is a private
mobile phone service provider. The decrease in both public and phone
shops can be explained by the proliferation of call boxes all over the
country and their aggressive pricing methods.
GRAPH 7: FIXED LINE CURVE
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TABLE 8: INDICATORS FOR PUBLIC PAYPHONES
Indicators for Public

Comment

Source

Owned by the incubent

Minpostel/

(Camtel)

scan-Ict(2005)

Multipurpose centre in

Minpostel/

rural area owned

scanIct(2006)

Data

Payphones
No of Public Payphones
No of Telecentres

9
3

by government
No of Proxi-Centres

Network of ICT Social

Anais.AC

2

entrepreneurs incubators
No of phone shops

Private phone booth

Minpostel/

5 969

scanIct(2006)
Cost of local call

Minpostel/

50

scanIct(2006)
Cost of national call

Camtel (2006)

70

Cost of mobile call

Camtel (2006)

145

No of Telecentres

Not applicable

(fixed Line)

in our context

No of phone shops

N/A
N/A

(mobile)
No of phone shops

Not applicable

(wireless fixed line)

in our context

N/A

MOBILE
The surge in mobile telephony has exceeded all expectations. In less
than six years, the two combined operators are claiming close to 5 million subscribers, which, if correct, means a subscriber incease of more
than 400% in less than four years. The national coverage stands at 74%
in 2005, more than double what it was in 2002 (34%). Out of a total of 239
localities, 99 are covered by both operators. The Centre, West and Littoral provinces have the highest density with 58, 43 and 31 localities
respectively supplied by mobile. The penetration rate rose from 7.1% in
2003 to 9.1% in 200410, and around 14% this year. Most of the main cities
are supplied.
The level of ownership of mobile handsets has largely outstripped ownership of fixed-line sets. The household survey carried out last year
shows a rate of over 60%. These statistics are disputed by the data provided by the SCAN-ICT survey, which estimates the ownership rate at
close to 75%. What is constant is the fact that this ownership is equitably
distributed over the country, in urban as in rural areas.11

10 ART, (2004)“Données statistiques du secteur des télécommunications”
11 Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (2006): Enquête sur le niveau de pénétration et d’utilisation des TIC au Cameroun (Draft paper)
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As the mobile set has become a social status symbol, the different pricing strategies and the introduction of the CT phone are leading some
users to maintain three mobile sets. At this stage it is not possible to
assess the prevalence of this trend. It might be interesting to include
questions related to this usage pattern in the next research study, as it
could have a measurable impact on the accuracy of the real number of
subscribers and,underscore the motivation behind mobile phone usage.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The number of people owning a mobile set has increased four-fold over
the last four years. Ownership is equitably spread over the whole country. The quality of service is considered as satisfactory (less than 3%
failed calls). The existing infrastructure is in very good shape and thus
provides room for growth.
The Scan ICT survey referred to shows that at national level, total mobile
traffic decreased by 2.2% between 2003 and 2004. During the same
period, international traffic surged by 15.2% (outgoing calls), and 71.0%
(incoming calls). Since 2005, the traffic has again increased by 19.5% in
total (35.3% national traffic) for ORANGE. Between 2003 and 2004, it was
cheaper to use a fixed phone for local calls, and a mobile for international
calls. Users were then juggling between fixed and mobile. After three
high increases in fixed line by the incumbent, it is no longer attractive to
use a fixed line, even for local calls.
With the surge in mobile usage, Cameroon can show a respectable three
million subscribers. But the data could be misleading because they do
not reflect an accurate number of actual subscribers. The price of sim
cards or chips has been slashed to a point where many people own more
than one chip, but they do not necessarily use both. Also, the surge has
done little to resolve the problem of sustainable access. The cost is still
far too high for the average consumer, and the service quality is on the
decline. Even the public services are feeling the heat., Telecommunications sectors are therefore unable to serve the purpose of social and economic development.

BROADBAND
The country still awaits broadband deployment. The installation of optic
fibres in the two main cities, Yaoundé and Douala, is awaited with anticipation. An attempt early this year by the incumbent to subcontract
ADSL provision to a private operator, ICCNET, has failed. That negative
experience has led to a low uptake of the ADSL services now proposed
by the incumbent.
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TABLE 9: ACCESS AND COST INDICATORS (US$1 = ABOUT 500 CFA)
Indicators for Internet

Comments

Source

Data

& Broadband Access
Internet subscribers

SME Survey 2005

International Bandwidth

Africa E-index 2005

21 467
9 000Kbits

Cable

CAMTEL 2006

1

VSAT / Satellite

Africa E-index 2005

7

Leased lines

CAMTEL 2006

30

ISPs

Telecoms Regulator, 2005

36

IASPs

Telecoms Regulator, 2005

% of homes with dialup access

Africa E-index 2005

0.8

DSL Internet subscribers

CAMTEL 2006

200

CAMTEL 2006

100

(subscribers/cost)
Package 1

64Kbps

Africa E-index 2005

420 000 / 900 000 Fcfa

Package 2

128Kbps

420 000 / 1 315 000 Fcfa
Package 3

256Kbps

420 000 / 2 460 000 Fcfa
Package 4

512Kbps

420 000 / 4 000 000 Fcfa
Package 5

1024Kbps

420 000 / 6 000 000 Fcfa

Fixed copper broadband

2

DSL costs
Package 1
Minpostel SCAN-ICT 2006
Package 2

64Kbps
420 000 / 225 000 Fcfa
128Kbps

420 000 / 405 000 Fcfa
Package 3

256Kbps

420 000 / 720 000 Fcfa
Package 4

512Kbps

420 000 / 1 260 000 Fcfa
Package 5

1024Kbps

420 000 / 2 160 000 Fcfa
Broadband wireless
access subscribers

INTERNET
The increase in Internet services and usage is disappointing; It was
hoped that Internet would lift the whole sector. Sadly, services are
becoming poorer, although the usage pattern remains constant. A great
number of users are looking for services such as mail, Website hosting,
forum and VoIP. VoIP is yet to be regulated. The incumbent is in charge
of managing the country’s top-level domain name (.cm) and the eight
Internet nodes, providing a total of two Mb access.
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The Internet is provided through connection by VSAT, fixed line network
(RTPC), specialised links or wireless. The country officially has close to
20 ISP/ASP providers. Until the recent entry of MTN in the Internet market through the acquisition of Globalnet, CAMTEL was the main Internet
provider. The data provided by the incumbent show a decline in individual subscribers. From 4 807 in 2003, the number has decreased to 2 462
in 2005. The entry of new players, the high prices charged by the incumbent and the poor quality of service are often quoted to explain this trend.
In the meanwhile, the number of professional subscribers is increasing;
from 144 in 2003, this number had reached 221 in 2005.
GRAPH 8: NUMBER OF INTERNET SUBSCRIBERS VIA CAMNET

Source: CAMTEL

The Internet is mostly accessed in cyber cafés. The difference between
rural and urban access is seen more in access to Internet than to other
ICT tools such as radio, tv, etc. The poor buying power, lack of physical
infrastructure and the energy challenge explain to some extent this situation.
Graph 9: Most requested services
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Government usage and access
Access to ICTs has been found to have unprecedented effects on the way
business is done in both the private and the public sector. In most of the
countries where ICT is a commodity, governments have shown a commanding leadership in both usage and access. Looking at how
Cameroonian authorities have embraced ICT could be a good predictor
of the congruence between words and action. The ICT penetration rate
in public administration is poor (6.2%) for computers, 21.4% for copy
machines, 10.7% for TV sets, 9.2% for Internet access. Even the access
to fixed lines is not satisfactory: Internet usage depends on sector activities as well as position within the organisation. The high-ranking officers are better served than the low ranking staff. In the educational sector, access seems to be more open to various categories of personel.
FIGURE 7: WEBSITES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS

FIXED PHONE
The Cameroon Government ICT access and usage 2006 survey shows
that public administration has 3 486 fixed lines for 52 536 employees,
giving a low 6.6% access rate to fixed lines.
GRAPH 10: FIXED LINE PENETRATION RATE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
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In spite of the low level of access government institutions apply different
systems to manage fixed lines within their institutions, as shown in the
figure below.
FIGURE 8: TYPE OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Source: Field Finding.

Thus while 67.4% of the ministries operate open access another 28.3%
prefer the quota system and the remaining 23.9% use the rationing telephone system. The low access to fixed telephones in the government is
the result of vigorous action taken by public authorities to curb abuse by
public servants. Some years back, public phones were used mostly for
purposes unrelated to their business. Families and relatives had access
to phones for private affairs. However, for the last three years government access to fixed phones in Cameroon administration has experienced a significant increase as has the practice of unauthorised use.
It was revealed that on average only 5.1% of public institutions have
access to more than four fixed phone lines. This is insufficient to ensure
effective communication in these structures.
Within the past three years, government institutions have moved from
fixed phones to mobile phones as a means to curb the abusive and uncontrolled use of these services by government workers. Also, the charges
for local fixed calls for both peak and non-peak periods tripled between
2003 and 2005, further driving subscribers into the hands of mobile telephone operators (MTN and Orange Cameroon.). The introduction of CT
phone in 2005 seems to better serve some public service needs.

MOBILE PHONES
Generally speaking, the steady rise in access to mobile telephones in
Cameroon has also reached the public administrations, with an unprecedented annual access rate of 15% in 2005. However, there have been variations between the various sectors. Results of the 2006 survey reveal that
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eight of the 46 government institutions surveyed have access to mobile
phone services, giving a 15% possession in public administration.
FIGURE 9: MOBILE PHONE POSSESSION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS

This percentage is distributed amongst three main operators as shown
below.
FIGURE 10: MOBILE PHONE OPERATORS’ SHARE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Source: Field Finding

Unlike the case of the private sector and of individuals in particular, the
public institutions mostly operate the post-paid subscription option
(70% of total subscriptions); the other 20% prefer the prepaid option and
the rest (10%) operate on a mixed option. The study also revealed that
the rate of expansion of mobile telephony in Cameroon is far higher than
the operators reveal. MTN Cameroon and Orange provide relatively satisfactory services with their average network failure rate being as low
as 2.55%.
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FIGURE 11: TYPE OF SUBSCRIPTION

What is also remarkable is the way the public administration manages
its mobile portfolio, preferring rationing and quota systems to open lines.
FIGURE 12: MOBILE PHONE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COMPUTERS
The survey revealed that there were 5 372 computers for the 52 000 government workers identified. This gives an average PC penetration rate
of 10.2% for the Cameroon public administration. Of this number 4 233
(78.8%) were found to be in a working state.
GRAPH 11: PENETRATION RATE OF PCS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
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This study further revealed that 45.5% of the computers were connected
to a network (wide or local area) in order to make resource sharing possible and networking easier.
GRAPH 12: PERCENTAGE OF PCS CONNECTED IN NETWORK

Source: Field Finding

The buying policy may have some flaws and the usage of government
computers is careless. This might explain the considerable percentage
of PCs not working (21.2%).
GRAPH 13: PERCENTAGE OF WORKING PCS

INTERNET
The Internet penetration rate in public administration is low. There is
massive room for growth and this can become a huge business opportunity when the various intitatives aiming to increase the penetration of
Internet in government institutions bear fruit.
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FIGURE 13: INTERNET PENETRATION RATE

93% of Cameroonian public institutions (ministries and para-public
institutions) had access to the Internet by 2006.

FIGURE 14: NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS WITH INTERNET ACCESS

Source: Field Finding

Civil servants in Cameroon can now have access to information on the
various aspects of their work through a project called SIGIPES (the computer system for integrated management of state personnel and
salaries). More precisely, SIGIPES AQUARIUM is an electronic space in
which SIGIPES sites provide information to users on their careers,
salaries and movement of their administration file. Despite this, the
usage pattern of Internet in public offices more or less equals the general use by the large public.
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GRAPH 14: REASON FOR INTERNET USAGE

Notwithstanding the above, this study also revealed a rather passive use
of the Internet, as only 32.7% of the total number of PCs in the Cameroonian public administration were connected to the Internet. These results
were very similar to those of Ngwang in 2005, which revealed that a similar 33% of Cameroonian civil servants had access to the Internet.
FIGURE 15: PCS CONNECTED TO INTERNET

Of the 46 institutions surveyed, 28 (61%) possessed a website of their
own. This showed a remarkable improvement, as in 2004 less than 20%
of Cameroonian civil service had established websites. It was also
revealed that up to 31% of the total websites were less than one year old.
However, it was encouraging to find that 89% of these websites were
locally hosted while only 11% were located out of Cameroon.
FIGURE 16: WEBSITE HOST RATE/NATIONAL VS FOREIGN

Source: Field Finding
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At first sight, Internet data on Cameroonian public administration looks
very encouraging, but when looked at in more detail, the situation
changes. It is in this light that this study noted a general weakness in the
content and management of the concerned institutions, and there is an
absence of advanced functions such as search engines, news links, etc.
The study also revealed a general absence of updating of information on
strategic websites like that of the prime ministry. Worse still, most ministries lacked a mailing list, which pointed to the passive use of these
Internet facilities. The major internet services accessible here are email,
telephone and forum.
FIGURE 17: FREQUENCY OF INTERNET USAGE: EXECUTIVE.

The bandwidth used by public administration shows 128 KB as the most
used. This is good enough for the few applications as shown by the usage
pattern.
FIGURE 18: BANDWIDTH TAKE-OUT BY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Training of public servants is another challenge in administrations.
When asked about training and the kind of training courses attended, the
responses are reflected in the figures below:
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FIGURE 19: TYPE OF INTERNET TRAINING COMPLETED

FIGURE 20: TYPE OF COMPUTER TRAINING RECEIVED

In terms of the level of training, half the people surveyed have gone
beyond the initiation phase, but this does not explain whether that level
is adequate for the required tasks or whether employees need more
capacity enhancing.

Cost of ICT Usage
PRICING OF TELECOMMUNICATION
SERVICES
The price structure in Cameroon is one of the most complex possible.
ORANGE Mobile has a range of no less than seven different products:
Joker, yo’r, Orange 5, Orange 20, Corporate, Joker Enterprise and Modulo. There is not enough difference between these products to justify
such a large range. Between the least attractive offer (Joker, which costs,
about US$0.45 per minute) and the most attractive one (Modulo, about
US$0.35 per minute), the difference is 25%. MTN offers 8 different prod-
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ucts: Business Plus Standard; Business Plus Silver; Business Plus Gold;
Pay as you go (pop); Pay as you go psb (per second billing); Pay go Payback; Pay as you go Gold; Business flexible. The most expensive to least
expensive of call charges for these products ranges from about US$0.50
to about US$0.25 per minute. This might explain the perception of affordability of MTN products among users and therefore the reason why its
portfolio of subscribers is higher than that of ORANGE. CAMTEL offers
seven different products: Balladeur Simple; Balladeur de Luxe (Entreprise); Fixe Simple (Entreprise); Simple Wireless; Sophisticated Wireless; Simple Fixed (individual); Fixed/Tel/Fax (individual). Call charges
vary between US$0.18 and US$0.12 per minute. The CAMTEL offers are
theoretically advantagous, but in reality they reflect a mammoth surge
in fixed-line telecommunications prices in Cameroon. The country was
seen as one of the most expensive countries in the world as far as
telecommunications are concerned, well before the implementation of
these price structures. The introduction of the CT phone and the ajustment of the fixed-line prices accordingly have harmed the sector. This
may explain why the CT phone, although introduced with much enthusiasm, seems to have stagnated, although a high number of people are cancelling their fixed line subscription. The trend will be better measured in
our coming 2007 survey. A complete list of products and prices offered by
each of the three operators is shown in Annexe E.
The various charges appear to be more combative than a real reflection
of differentiation in services. They underline the powerlessness of the
Regulatory Board, which gives the impression of having surrendered its
referee role. The only real differences are the bonuses awarded from
time to time with air time purchases, which vary from about US$1 to
about US$2 for a calling card of US$10. A recent proviso introduced on
the ORANGE network is that bonuses have to be used within the network. Despite these incentives, the cost of communications is very high
compared with countries such as Senegal or Kenya, and taking into
account the average Cameroonian buying power. This may explain not
only the setback in the incumbent’s efforts to attract more people to fixed
line, but also the low penetration of Internet in households. The mobile
operators have employed much ingenuity not only to attract, but to keep
users. What is prevented by regulation (the prices are fixed by the regulatory Board), is obtained by soft tactics such as bonuses and other initiatives. The introduction of the CT phone has started a price war interesting to watch; while the incumbent is offering a pack (handset with a
sim card) for about US$75, ORANGE has counter-attacked with a pack
at about US$55, with US$20 air time over one year. MTN, for the same
period, is offering a pack at about US$36 until the end of December 2006.
These moves are not reflected in the prices provided below, set under the
supervision of the Regulatory Board. The mobile operators are generating considerable incomes in Cameroon, although to the detriment of the
average Cameroonian.
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FIGURE 21: LOW OECD BASKETS

Using an OECD method to establish the cost of a basket for low mobile
users (which would be more aligned to African mobile usage than their
middle or high user baskets) RIA!’s comparative analysis of pricing
across 17 African countries demonstrates that prices in Cameroon are
in the upper third of countries reviewed, though this moves to the midrange when nominal prices are adjusted for purchasing power parity.
This African mid-range, however, is still very high by global standards.
The money spent on communications is lost for other activities. The cost
of access is driving users away from cyber cafés, which have become the
most frequented places in the country, next to bars. Many of these businesses are closing down, ovewhelmingly quoting in interview the cost of
communications. The average amounts paid are around US$500 per
month. Most cybercafés charge about US$0.70 per hour.
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RETAIL, FIXED, MOBILE, BROADBAND,
INTERNET
Whether for mobile, broadband or Internet, charges are astronomical. The
RIA! 2005 household survey demonstrated that some family members
spend close to 60% of their incomes on communications. The 2006 Administration survey reinforced this statement by showing the chilling effect of
the cost on usage patterns. Public service is attempting to cut down expenditure on communications, greatly affecting their overall perfomance. The
charges have no relation to the real buying power of consumers. Looking
at retail, it is observed that the gap between fixed-line communication, and
mobile communication costs is narrowing. The difference between the two
modes of communication is now ± 30%, whereas it used to be 20%. It is
therefore not surprising to observe the lack of enthusiasm about the introduction of the CT phone. Since the introduction of CT phone in late 2005,
the two mobile operators look unaffected. In consequence, the awaited
decline in prices did not occur. This economic and social situation is having devastating effects. One of the results of this situation is the number of
cyber cafés going out of business. Although considered some years back
as a viable business to enter, the feeling of a growing number of cyber cafés
operators currently is that it is not worth pursuing. They blame the costs
and heavy taxes, and the many options offered to consumers as shown by
the market segmentation below.
In a statement by the Minister of Post & Telecommunications in January
2007, Cameroonian government indicated it had invested 300 billion CFA
in broadband capacity. In order to gain lost ground and for the impact to
be felt, the Minister advocates that the State invest 500 billion CFA more
by the end of 2008. This statement reflects the disillusionment felt in the
country regarding broadband. The first attempt to introduce ADSL has
failed. One of the country’s paradoxes is the fact that the cost does not
reflect the quality of the services. Many projects, such as tele-health,
tele-training, long distance learning, etc, have been designed around the
availability of broadband. Their implementation is delayed by the ineffectiveness of a reliable broadband infrastructure, despite the existence
of 12 optic fibres along Chad/Cameroon oil pipeline and the presence of
SAT3 network in Douala. Likely price structures of services were not
available at the time this study was being completed.
Internet is no longer the absolute winner it used to be. After the initial
excitement of discovery, people seem to have gone back to the rational
buying pattern. Internet users are asking for prices but also for quality.
The prices have declined in most of the cyber cafés, to the detriment of
quality. Cyber café owners have no organisation to co-ordinate the
expression of their concerns to the operators, or to the Minister in charge
of Post & Telecommunications. The various reasons above explain to
some extent why the expenditure on ICT is still relatively low in
Cameroon, in comparison with the potential of the country.
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TABLE 10: YEARLY AVERAGE EXPENDITURE FOR ICT (THOUSANDS CFA)

Source: SCAN-ICT survey, 2006

Planned vs Achieved – Analysis
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is another constrainning
factor to the development of ICT. The Document for Poverty Reduction
Strategy (DSRP) adopted by the Cameroonian government in 2000,
barely mentions ICT. In the absence of a national ICT policy, there is no
clear indication of direction, or of tools or indicators to assess the country’s state. This situation might explain why many recent decisions
taken by government authorities are giving observers the impression of
a race to gain some lost ground: the long awaited ANTIC is effective, as
are the universal services funds. The economic potential of the ChadCameroon optic fibres is in the process of being optimised. The SAT3
submarine fibre optic, in Douala for a couple of years, is in the process
of being deployed in the two main cities, Douala and Yaoundé. The
incumbent has gained a new lease on life through authorisation to invest
heavily in some infrastructure upgrading projects.
The Ministry of Post & Telecommunications has launched the telecentres project, many of which are operational. They are going ahead with
the ADEN telecentres projects in rural areas and ANAIS proxi centres
in poor urban neighbourhoods. Seminars and workshops are being
organised countrywide to demonstrate what can be gained from a
knowledge society or to discuss the best ways to get there. The problem
is that there is no clear direction, decisions are duplicated and there is
no coordination.
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Regulatory Challenges
As from January 2007, the incumbent is operating in a regulatory void.
The law providing monopoly on fixed and international communication
terminated in 2006, and since there was no extension by Parliament during its last session in November 2006, the Regulatory Board will be tested
on its capacity to:




Ensure equal treatment of all telecommunications sector operators;
Ensure the respect of the concessionary agreement provisions, its
general conditions and the government authorisations;
Ensure arbitration, before any legal recourse, of disputes between
the government and telecommunications operators that arise during
Government’s exercise of its rights.

As instructed by the 1998 law governing telecommunications in
Cameroon, the Regulatory Board does not have authority over the
whole sector. The Board ensures the regulation, control and follow-up
of the activities of the telecommunications sector operators and service providers, but sectors like radio licensing and frequencies, and
VSAT services are out of its mandate. The new turn of events is adding
to the regulatory challenges faced by the country. Under the law, the
establishment of public access infrastructures and networks open to
the public, the public supply of telecommunications goods and services
and their market exploitation are reserved for authorised operators
and service providers.
Despite the presence of a regulator, the telecommunications sector still
faces various conflicts of competencies that have affected its Value Added
Network Services (VANS). The costs of communications services have
skyrocketed instead of decreasing as is the case in most countries. Mobile
communications charges have decreased from 250 CFA per minute in
1999 to 200 CFA on average today. The prices of fixed lines have gone from
40 CFA per six minutes to 50 CFA per minute in the same period. The privatisation saga of the incumbent is another blow to the desire to create
an investment-conducive environment. The failure of the Regulatory
Body to transform Cameroon’s telecommunications sector into an industry which could be considered as an “ideal vehicle for sustained economic
growth” casts some doubt on its monopoly. As in many other countries,
the Agency lacks capacity, is exposed to political interference and uses
regulatory tools not designed for a developing market. People’s perceptions gained through our interviews are reported as follows:


Regulatory uncertainty — CAMTEL’s fate is related to the efficiency
and objectivity of the Regulatory Agency, and as such, is casting a
cloud of uncertainty over investment conditions. Although various
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researchers show cyber cafés as the primary access point to ICT, they
do not have status nor are there any incentives or facilities for emulation and innovation. This apparent lack of action is driving many
smaller competitive contenders to operate in clandestine ways. The
Regulatory Board has given up on tariffs and customs on ICT equipment. Slashed in 2001 by Presidential Decree, they were restored a
year later by financial law passed by the National Assembly.


Conflict over the management of Telecom’s Special Funds. It is still
unclear whether the rural telecom policy will be boosted and what
decisive action ART could take in that effect.



The introduction of CT phone and the attribution of the third mobile
licence to the incumbent. Interconnection issues have surfaced again.
The Regulator has to be more imaginative and proactive to avoid the
confusion seen in the sector some years back. The various tactics
used by the operators to bypass the limitation in price decreases
shows the inability of the Regulator to play its referee role.



An urgent need to assess the overall performances of the Regulator
after more than six years in operation and to refine and streamline
its attribution and redesign this body. People are skeptical about its
overall performance.

The complexity of the Cameroonian market places an enormous burden
on the Regulator and requires expensive and skilled regulatory machinery to operate effectively. Addressing the market structure, the credibility problem and the lack of skilled human resources will require a major
shift in the policy and a clear separation of roles and attribution amongst
the various governmental key players. The long-awaited inter-ministerial body aimed to resolve competencies problems is urgently needed.
There is also a need for legislation which might clarify the status of the
incumbent, and remove some of the inhibiting effects such as the distinction between voice and data.

Conclusion
The 2006 SPR study shows that the general situation in the telecommunications sector is changing rapidly. The complex and conflicting institutional arrangements have weakened the whole sector to a point where
just one move by an operator completely redesigns the telecommunication business in the country. The management of the National ICT
Agency, close to two years after its installation, is still searching for
direction. No other staff has been hired. The Telecoms Special Funds is
operational, and the incumbent monopoly over fixed line and interna-
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tional communications is a fiction. Since no law was passed at the termination of the monopoly period (end 2006), contenders are jumping into
this niche. The most important addition to this year’s study is the public
administrations’ e-access and usage pattern. In the survey sample, 93%
of Ministers and para-public administrations have access to Internet.
When looked at more closely, the situation is different. The study
revealed a rather passive use of the Internet (only 32.7% of PCs are connected). Of those institutions surveyed, 61% have a website. This is a
remarkable improvement over 2004, when less than 20% had a website.
Also encouraging is the fact that 89% of those websites are locally
hosted. Nevertheless, there are hindrances that prevent the public
administration institutions to fully play a leadership role as technology
brokers. Among the most quoted, we found:








Lack of training / sensitisation;
Low purchasing power /poverty/underdevelopment;
Poor economic policy/political will;
Epileptic power supply/logistics;
Fiscal pressure/high taxes/high prices;
Lack of infrastructures;
Low level of education.

At the country level, the lack of ICT policies, e-strategies and related
implementation plans have an adverse effect on Cameroon’s performances. The sectoral strategy and the emergence of ANTIC give hope for
reversal of a sector filled with opportunity, but extremely slow to deliver.
People need to be reassured that the country has a clear direction and
policy framework. The various key players need to work out the difficulties linked to coordination and harmonisation experienced by the different organisations in charge of designing and implementing Cameroonian
ICT policies and strategies.
The study reveals that the Cameroon market stagnated between 2003
and 2004, before regaining some vigour in 2005 and 2006. But the trend
is erratic, due to structural and operational dysfunction. Against the
trends observed in most countries of study, the fixed-line cost has
increased out of proportion (360%) in 2006. The mobile usage cost has
decreased marginally through various imaginative pricing incentives
and bonuses, but remains high for the average Cameroonian. Most of the
evidence revealed by the study has been endorsed by public authorities
in their various speeches. It will be interesting to see how the recommendations are implemented, if at all.
The research outcomes shed new light on a small portion of access and
usage. For the first time we could assess the usage pattern within public
administration. The 2007 Household Survey will go further. By targeting
1 200 households in Cameroon, using the previous technology survey tool
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(PDA) with a very comprehensive and elaborate questionnaire, the
research team will strive to bring to light the most accurate data on ICT
access and usage within households in Cameroon. This will confirm
whether some assumptions and assertions made in this report are still
accurate or have changed. The information collected during the process
could also serve as a factual tool for the decision-making process.

Recommendations
The void in which the incumbent is operating since the termination of its
monopoly over fixed line and international communications is becoming
an opportunity to infuse into the sector the long-needed changes. Despite
the presence of two mobile operators, it is difficult to say there is competition. The Regulatory Body needs to be proactive in order to enable a
rapid and efficient high level of access to ICTS. The Presidency should
clarify the responsibilities between the Ministry of Post & Telecommunications and the National ICT Agency. The National ICT Agency has
waited to assist in shaping the framework of the sector, which it cannot
do without convening a meeting with all the major key players during
which each will state its action zone, based on what it is effectively able
to achieve. The Cameroon government must take appropriate measures
towards the development of training, the creation of an environment condusive to investment and competition through clarification of the regulatory framework. Drawing from what people disclosed in surveys conducted, we should also stress the urgent need to:
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Put in place a national policy and design a strategic plan for the coming 10 years;
Revamp the telecommunications infrastructures;
Create a critical mass of ICT literacy;
Speed up the establishment of telecentres in rural areas and Proxicentres in underpriviledged urban areas;
Provide more computers for staff, connect those onto existing network, inculcate ICT culture;
Dramatically reduce Internet access costs;
Remove taxes on ICT equipment;
Make women and youth a special target group;
Create a centre of excellence in ICTs.
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ANNEXES
Annexe A
ICT INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT
The Minister of Communication (MINCOM) assigns the frequencies
allotted to broadcasting and carries on the international negotiations
related to radio-communications. The fact that this Ministry has power
over radio frequencies, used also for ICT purposes, makes it a strategic
key player. Its lacklustre presence in some of critical debates around the
various issues related to ICT is mainly due to the type of leadership
exerted by some Ministers.
The Ministry of Economy and Finance (MINFIB) ensures the management of the State budget and the financial supervision of all the Stateowned companies and organisations. It is also in charge of studying and
proposing the amount of taxes to be paid on imported ICT equipment and
materials. The importance of this Ministry is often neglected in ICT decision-making processes. Redesigning infrastructures requires a lot of
money. If decision-makers within this very sensitive Ministerial department are not associated or not aware of the issues at stake, the potential for failure is great.
The Ministry of Public Services and Administrative Reforms (MINFOPRA) is in charge of the State personnel administration as well as
public service organisations. It therefore plays a role in allocating
human resources to various state administrations, and is piloting one of
the most sensitive human resources and salary management changes in
the public service. This will ultimately lead to transparency in a sector
ravaged by abuse, and is done through a project called SIGIPES (integrated system of managing personnel and salaries).
The Ministry of Industries Mines and Technology Development
oversees industry and mines as well as supervises the development of
sound technology innovation.
The Ministry of Commerce (MINIC) maintains relations with World
Trade Organisation. The telecommunications sectors are becoming
increasingly significant in WTO agreements.
The Ministry of Primary Education (MINEDUB) and the Ministry of
Secondary Education (MINEDUS) are in charge of the basic training
of young Cameroonians in order to prepare them to become the students
and workers of tomorrow. Their training in the use of ICT is critical to
development of a knowledge economy and information society in
Cameroon.
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The Ministry of Higher Education (MINESUP) is in charge of the
training of managers for the various sectors of social and economic life.
Many programmes and projects are developed by this ministry in order
to activate the development of ICT human resources required by the new
economy society.
The Ministry of Planning, Programming and Town Planning (MINEPAT)
helps in the elaboration of sectoral strategy of the various ministerial
departments and is in charge of the State investment programming, as
well as relations with international donors or funders. It has the responsibility to implement State policies related to economic redevelopment.
The Ministry of Justice (MINJUSTICE) has prerogatives of general
competence. The magistrates apply the laws and inflict the penal sanctions when the law is broken. When a disagreement occurs between two
parties in interpreting telecommunications rulings by the Regulatory
body, they have recourse to the judiciary authorities within the forms and
the delays prescribed.
The Ministry of Scientific and Technical Research (MINREST) has
a leading role in ICT research and development (R&D).
The Ministry of Mine and Energy (MINMEE) is in charge of overseeing the provision of energy to the whole country. Without energy, there is
no viable telecommunications infrastructure.
The Ministry of Territorial Administration and Decentralisation
(MINATD) oversees the assignment of radio frequencies to the users.
ICT is called to play a great role in the decentralisation process in
Cameroon.
The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the Delegation to National
Security (DGSN) both participate in assigning of radio frequencies and
the control of telecommunications usage.
The Ad Hoc Inter-Ministerial ICT Committee
Created by Prime Ministerial Decree, this committee was charged with
advising the Government on issues relating to ICT strategy. Its activities
came to an end the day after the ANTIC was announced, in December 2001.
The Government Action Plan for the Information and Knowledge
Society (PAGSIS) This programme, under the supervision of the Ministry of Scientific and Technical Research has the role of advising the
Government on ICT acquisition, training and research strategies in
Cameroon. Designed on the French model, for political reasons this programme was not implemented.
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The National Centre for Informatics Development (CENADI): Under
the supervision of the Ministry of Budget and Finance, CENADI was the
first organisation (in 1984) charged with designing Government strategy
for its acquisition of information systems. This public entity is in charge
of equipment and networking of the public administrations and institutions. With the emergence of the information society, its current terms of
reference are:
Implementation of ICT-related government directives;
Provision of advisory services to state, parastatal, and possibly private
enterprises and local communities for better ICT appropriation.
To date, it has been mostly involved in the implementation and the follow-up of computerised projects, as well as resolution of the data-processing problems of the Ministry of Finance and Budget.
The National Centre for Technology Development (CNDT): Under
the authority of the Ministry of Scientific and Technical Research, CNDT
is the monitoring organisation for government ICT acquisition.
The Observatory of New Information and Communications Technologies (ONT): Under the authority of the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications, ONT is responsible for following the development
of information and communications technologies, and anticipating their
impact on telecommunications needs and infrastructures in Cameroon.
It plays an advisory role to the Government.
The Centres for Multimedia Resources in Public Schools) (CMR):
This network was launched in December 2001 by the Head of State, on
the occasion of the inauguration of the multimedia centres at Leclerc and
bilingual colleges in Yaoundé. Their objectives are to promote ICT appropriation by students and teachers. These are reference centres which
will be progressively extended throughout the country.
The InterMinisterial Agency for Frequency allocation (OIABF): This
Agency was instituted by the law No 98/014 of 14 July 1998 governing
telecommunications in Cameroon. It aims to bring technical support to
the telecommunications administration in charge of frequency spectrum
management. It is yet to become functional.
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Annexe B (contd)

Annexe C
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Annexe D
ANNEXE D (A)
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ANNEXE D (C)
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